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FOREWORD
The Job-Oriented Basic Skills (JOBS) program has been operating at the Service
School Command (SSC), San Diego since July 1979. In fiscal year 91, the JOBS program
will be expanded to SSCs at Memphis, Meridian, and Great Lakes.

-:

This JOBS administrator's guide was developed in support of Advanced Development
Subproject ZI 176-PN.03 (Improved Performance through Instruction in "A" School-Related
Basic Skills), and was sponsored by the Chief of Naval Operations (Manpower, Personnel
and Training) (OP-OI). It addresses the administrative aspects of the instructional
program and offers other background information, and is intended for use by military
personnel designated to support the program.
The section of this guide entitled "JOBS Curricula" was condensed from An
Orientation Manual for the JOBS Program Instructor, which was prepared by Northrup
Services, Inc. under contract to the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center.

JAMES F. KELLY, JR.
Commanding Officer

'9.

a..ii

JAMES J. REGAN
Technical Director
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INTRODUCTION
The 3ob-Oriented Basic Skills (JOBS) program, a Class "A" school preparatory course
sponsored by the U.S. Navy, is offered to Navy recruits who desire technical training but
whose aptitude scores are too low to qualify them for Class "A" schools. JOBS students
do not compete with each other; their goal is to master the curriculum.
Staff personnel in the JOBS program include contract instructors and military
personnel under the Chief of Naval Technical Training (CNTT). The military personnel
are responsible for the administration of JOBS and this guide has been prepared for their
use. Since communication between staff.personnel and students regarding JOBS problems,
needs, and accomplishments is important, every effort should be made to facilitate this
interaction.
Table I provides a listing of the current and proposed JOBS courses and their followon Class "A" schools. The appendix provides information concerning the tasks students
graduating from the "A" schools will be required to perform in the fleet.

*'.

sJOBS

S

'.

*

PERSONNEL

Students
The JOBS applicant knows that he is not qualified for an "A" school because of his
low Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) scores. The most common
cause of this shortcoming is a poor academic background. JOBS offers the applicant a
chance to obtain the prerequisite skills for the "A" school of his chcice.
Nearly all JOBS students have low self-esteem concerning academic work. They have
memories of past academic failures. As a result, they may overcompensate for real or
imagined deficiencies by being aggressive, overtalkative, or reluctant to relate to other
students. The perceptive instructor can help considerably in overcoming these problems.

..

The JOBS student will either be a recent graduate of a Recruit Training Center
(RTC) or will have served 6 to 9 months in the fleet. The former tend to be more highschool oriented, more adolescent in outlook, and more likely to relate their JOBS course
material to civilian rather than military experiences. The latter are more wordly in
outlook, behavior, and language, and seem to have more difficulty adjusting to the
classroom. However, their shipboard experience helps them to view the course material
in a more practical light.
Instructors
Instructors are of two types: Day instructors and night instructors. The day
instructors are responsible for conducting a program orientation that sets the rules of the
classroom, explains the JOBS course, familiarizes the students with the materials and
syllabus, and establishes an atmosphere of trust and respect.
They are also responsible for:
1.

Presenting material as outlined in the Instructor Guide.

2. Performing the necessary clerical work for the school district (attendance, roll
book, grade forms, etc.).

L1

Table I
JOBS Courses and Corresponding Class "A" Schools

Class "A" Schools

JOBS Course
Current:
Propulsion Engineering

Boiler Technician (BT)a

Operations

Administrative/Clerical

Engineman (EN)a
Machinists Mate (MM)a
Gas Turbine Systems Technician (GS)
Operations Specialist (OS)a
Electronics Warfare Technician (EW)
Ocean Systems Technician (OT)
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Operator (AW)
Sonar Technician (4-year duty) (ST)
Personnelman (PN)a

Electricity and Electronics

Storekeeper (SK)a
Yeoman (YN)a
Aviation Maintenance Administrationman (AZ)
Aviation Storekeeper (AK)a
Disbursing Clerk (DK)
Aviation Electronics Technician (AT)a

.

Aviation Fire Control Technician (AQ)a
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician (AX)a
Sonar Technician (6-year duty) (ST)
Fire Control Technician (FT)
Electronics Technician (ET)
Gunner's Mate (GM)
Tentative or Proposed:

-

"

Aviation Mechanics

Aviation Machinist's Mate (AD)

Electricity

Navigation

Aviation Electrician's Mate (AE)
Electrician's Mate (EM)
Construction Electrician (CE)
Interior Communications Electrician (IC)
Aviation Ordnanceman (AO)
Mineman (MN)
Gunner's Mate (GM)
Torpedoman's Mate (TM)
Quartermaster (QM)a ' b

Airframe Mechanics

Aviation Structural Mechanic (AM)

Ordnance

*""

a"A, schools enrolling JOBS students as of the date of this report.

"~

listed under each course may or may not become involved with the JOBS program,
depending on program developments.
b JOBS students entering QM school are currently being taught under the JOBS
Operations Course. Tentative plans are to include such students under the Navigation
Course.

2
*?1A

The other schools

3.

Administering tests.

4. Consulting with the appropriate chief or instructional supervisor about academic
or classroom problems.
5.

Arranging for the supply of instructional materials.

The night instructors' responsibilities center around the need for individualized help.
They operate on a more impromptu basis and adapt to each student's particular needs.
They assign remediation exercises and remediation tests. Other duties include:
1.

Performing required clerical duties (attendance, grade form, etc.).

2.

Commenting on all work accomplished during night study for each student.

3. Advising the day instructor on additional help that might be needed or on any
special problems.
4.

Following the day instructor's recommendations on specific assistance needed.

5.

Arranging for the supply of instructional materials.

It is important for JOBS instructors to evaluate their own progress in teaching the
program. One way of doing this is to monitor the improvement scores; that is, the
difference between the pre- and postevaluation test scores. Also, instructors can ask
students for feedback on their effectiveness, the classroom atmosphere, etc., using an
end-of-course anonymous questionnaire. This questionnaire is not required in JOBS but it
has been an effective means of self-evalaution.
In the classroom, disciplinary procedures must be consistent, particularly with regard
to Navy standards. Formal address should be used at all times between teachers and
students (i.e., no first names) and relationships should be kept at a professional level.
Individual student problems of an emotional, medical, or administrative nature should
be referred to military support personnel (see below). The JOBS instructor should not get
involved in the student's personal affairs outside the classroom.
-"
-.
*_

Military Support Personnel
Military support personnel--usually chief petty officers--are responsible for
administering the contents of this guide and will be available to assist with certain
problems from the first day of each class. The military person should address the students
about the unique opportunity they have to become trained in a technical field through the
JOBS program, and tell them that he or she is available to discuss their personal problems
with them. Military personnel also assist with problems in course content, academic
areas, and discipline.
1. Course Content--The military person may be used as consultant on course
content and can explain to the class the relevance of the JOBS course to the follow-on
"A" school curriculum and to subsequent shipboard duties.

.

2. Academic Problems--Persistent or severe academic problems (constant failure
on progress tests, extreme difficulty in elementary arithmetic or reading) will be referred
to the appropriate military official by the instructor. Academic remediation will be

3

available to students experiencing such problems. These students will be referred to a
Military Academic Review Board, which will determine if the student can profit from
continuing with JOBS or would fare better in some other program.
3. Disciplinary Problems--The military support staff handles all disciplinary procedures. The teacher's responsibility is to remove problem students from the classroom
and send them to the appropriate military person.
3OBS CURRICULA
Development
The Instructional Systems Development (ISD) procedure, an approach to designing,
producing, evaluating, and managing instructional programs, was followed in developing
the curricula for the JOBS courses, which were to relate directly to the "A" school
curricula. The major ISD procedures used to develop the JOBS curricula are summarized
below:
1. The major knowledges and skills to be taught in JOBS courses were identified by
analyzing "A" school instructional materials to derive the basic major skill requirements,
and interviewing instructors and "A" school students to uncover curriculum problems
faced by students.
2. The major skills were analyzed to identify their underlying subordinate skills and
knowledges (Le., the skills and knowledges needed to perform the major skills).
3. Learning objectives were prepared for each of the skills and knowledges
selected. Essentially, these objectives specified what a student should know at the end of
the training program. A learning objective consists of a behavior statement, a description
of learning conditions, and a minimum performance standard.
4. Tests were constructed to assess student performance.
postcourse evaluation tests and progress tests.

Tests include pre- and

Mastery Learning
The JOBS student is required to demonstrate through course examinations that he
understands the material before he can enter his respective "A" school. In most of the
progress tests and the postcourse evaluation tests, he must answer at least 80 percent of
the items correctly.
Instructors should use the concept of mastery learning in their instruction. One way
to make sure a student can perform to criterion is to have him perform a task or skill
more than once. For example, if the student squares a set of numbers without error, it
should not be assumed that he has attained mastery. Rather, the student should be
required to repeat the task with a different set of numbers. If he evidences lack of
confidence or makes errors, he should be assigned other sets of numbers to square before
returning for reevalaution. For some skills, it is important that the student repeat the
performance several days later to show that he has not only learned the skill, but has
retained it over a period of time. All students differ in their abilities to master and
retain skills. It is the job of the instructor to provide adequate assistance, skill practice,
and performance testing for each student during mastery learning. Students must
demonstrate mastery in a skill or set of skills before they are permitted to advance to the

4
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next section of subject matter. Insisting on this mastery tends to prevent students from
advancing prematurely; that is, from studying new subject matter before they have
acquired the necessary underlying knowledge and skill.
There is a recommended time allotment for each lesson of the curricula. However,
the time needed by students to master a lesson may vary, depending on the class.
Curriculum Changes
The only curriculum materials to be used are those provided. No other materials or
information should be used. If an instructor desires to change content, tests, or
instructional aids, prior approval must be obtained from CNTT (Code 017). Instructors
should submit their suggestions for changes to their supervisor who wil submit them to
CNTT. Errors found in the curriculum should also be reported to CNTT.

-

OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
.

Types of Material

*.

In addition to the JOBS curriculum, instructional materials include the tests, the
Instructor Guide (IG), the Student Guide (SG), instructional or job aids, and recordkeeping
forms. These materials are described below.
1. Tests. Tests include pre- and postcourse evaluation tests, module progress tests,
and night- study tests. Some of the courses also use supplementary tests for advanced
students.

"

.
.

.

*i
"
-night

p.

a. k .ecourse Evaluation Test. This test is given on the first day of attendance
and is used to 'valuate each student's level of knowledge of the curriculum prior to any
instruction. The resultant score is useful because it provides a baseline and diagnostic
cues of weakness areas. Low scores in certain parts of the test may indicate learning
problems. A supplementary manual is provided for the administration and scoring of the
evaluation test. Students should not mark on the evaluation test since it will be used
again. Instructors will examine the tests after each use to ensure they remain clear and
complete. The answer sheets will be collected by the NAVPERSRANDCEN representative. (This requirement continues only through June 1981.)
b. Progress Test. These tests are given during the 30BS course, one for each
section, and usually several per module. They measure short-term retention of the
material, and provide a basis for the student to check his progress. Students not meeting
criteria are sent to night study (see below). The criterion standards for each progress test
are indicated on the grade sheet in the appropriate column. For example, "1/5" means
that the student must have four of five items correct to satisfy the requirements for that
lesson. If he only gets three of the five correct, for a score of 3/5, he would be sent to
study for extra help. The progress tests and supplementary tests will be kept in a
box and arranged sequentially. It is important that this sequence be maintained. Answer
keys for all progress and remediation tests are included in the IG.
c. Nigtht Stu* Tests. These are remediation tests that are given when the
night study instructor feels that the student has acquired sufficient knowledge and skill to
meet criterion. Prior to taking the remediation test, the student is given a remediation
exercise. This will help determine if the student is ready for the test or needs more
individualized instruction. These tests are a "second chance" progress test. Night study
tests and exercises are also sequentially arranged by lesson.

..................
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d. Postcourse Evaluation.
This is the final evaluation step of the JOBS
program and is given in the last class session. It tests long-term retention of all material
Students are required to score at least 80 percent for
taught in the program.
matriculation to "A" school. Mention of this fact at the beginning of the program may
provide extra incentive and motivation. The answer sheets must be saved, as previously
mentioned for the pretest.
2. Guides. The IG and the SG are bound volumes and are organized according to
specification. Basically, the IG contains the course objectives, instructional examples,
and progress tests. The SG roughly follows the outline of the IG, and contains the
material needed to study for each section's progress test. These booklets are the official
texts for JOBS and are nonconsumable. Each JOBS course has a number of modules and
there is one SG per module. Since the JOBS student does not keep his SG upon graduation
from the program, it is important that he be supplied with paper and pencils for taking
notes and that he does not mark or otherwise mutilate the guide. It is suggested that, on
the last day of class, each student check his guide for missing pages and marked answers
to practice questions. Students should use pencils rather than pens so that marks in the
guide can be easily erased.
IGs often contain examples in addition to or different from the SG examples.
Therefore, the instructor should explain that he will provide additional or different
examples during instruction.
3. Instructional Aids. Job aids for the instructor inciude overhead transparencies
and other materials (e.g., maps, test tubes, Bunsen burners, rulers, pens, and tape
measures). There are over 375 transparencies being used in the four JOBS courses
currently in existance (see Table i). These transparencies are in enve.:opes, iabelled by
lesson.

*

4. Recordkeeping Forms. Certain forms are provided for re'cordkeeping and for
communication among instructors. These forms include:
a. The Grade Form (Figure 1). All test scores are entered on this form.
Fractional numbers at the top of each column represent the re%,jired criterion score over
the total possible correct score. There are also spaces for the night study instructor
record remediation test scores.
b. Night Study Record (Figure 2). This record provides a means of communication between the day and night instructors. The day instructor indicates what each
student assigned to night study needs to achieve his specific module objective and to meet
criterion on the remediation test. In turn, the night instructor records what material was
covered with each student, what tests were passed or failed, and recommends further help
that might be useful.

It is essential that the day instructor preview lessons at least I day prior to
instruction of that lesson. He may find that materials are missing, are in error, or require
revision. In the first two cases, the instructor should obtain what is needed or make the
necessary corrections. Immediate access to duplication services is essential. If the
instructor feels that a revision is needed, the more formal procedures previously discussed
are required. Given the structured nature of the JOBS course, adherence to this preview
procedure will ensure that the instructor will be prepared and not have to search for
materials. Since the night instructor may not have access to duplication services during
the evening hours, he should establish a procedure for maintaining a full complement of
exercises and tests. In those JOBS courses where more than one instructor has access to
the same materials, the instructors should establish a procedure to ensure sufficient
S..supplies
to meet student requirements. A 6-month supply of materials is suggested.
6
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Organization of Materials
Attention to organization is important to ensure quick access for instructional
requirements. Additional copies of instructional materials may not be available at the
30BS course site and, if lost, will need to be ordered from CNTT. Instructors scheduled
for the evening should understand that they are responsible for replacing or arranging for
the resupply of all missing materials.
Storage of Materials
Provisions must be made for the proper storage and security of all materials. Tests
must be secured to avoid compromise. Used examinations will be stored until the grades
are transferred to the grade sheet. A specific person should be designated who will be
responsible for storing and receiving materials.
3OS SCHEDULE
Figure 3 provides the 3OBS schedule that is used at the San Diego site. This schedule
does not apply to the first and last days of each JOBS course. The first day includes an
orientation session conducted by the instructor and military staff and administration of
the preevaluation test. Formal instruction begins on the second day of scheduled class
time. The last day of the course is reserved for the postevaluation test.

*

0700

Company Commander inspects students at barracks prior to departure for
school (not required on Friday due to formal inspection at Bldg. 242)

0730

Students muster in classroom (make muster report to respective rate
training leader)

0745-1045

Three hours of morning instruction

1045-1200

Lunch

1200-1500

Three hours of afternoon instruction

1510-1600

Time available for General Military Training

1800-2000

Two hours of night study for designated and voluntary students
Figure 3. Student schedule-- Monday through Friday.
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APPENDIX

CLASS *A SCHOOLS IN THE 30D5 PROGRAM

A-0

Table A- I
Class "A" Schools in the 3065 Program
school
Rating

Location

Job
Tranng Time
(We"li

Taic

Environment

Propulsion Engineering
Boller Technician (ST)

Great Lakes, IL

II

I . Align fuel, water, and
air piping systemns;
operate valves, Pumps,
and steam turbines;
light-off, operate, and
secure main propulsion
and auxiliary boilers.
2. Operate and maintaion
automatic boler control systems.
3. Clean, adjust, test,
and perform other
preventive masintenamce an boilers and
auiliary machinery,
4. Perform chemical and
qinality assurance
tests on water and

BT. work within the
hull of a ship in firerooms (boiler room) or
shops located below the
water line. Although
improvements are
continually being made
to improve their working conditions, ST.
work in hot, noisy
areas. STs are required to perform
some heavy physical
work. As an engineer,
a ST must be able to
work closely with
others, often with
limited upervision.
smqerviskon

S. Repair valves, pumps,
air compressors, control devices, and
boilers.
6. Ma" entries in and
analyze machinery
operating records
and reports.
Engineman (EN)

Great Lakes, IL

6

1. Align fuel. water, and
air piping systems
and control operation
of diesel engines
used for ship propulson to prel
smail craft, and to
generate electrical
power.
2. Clean, lubricate,
adjust, test. and
perform other provntiv maintenance
on diesl engines,
reduction gears, air
compresosors, hydalic or pneumatic
clutches, steering
engines, and cn
troliable-pitch
propeller systems.

Et* wrk In enigine
roomns or shops that,
at times, may be hot
and noisy. They may
also work outdoors
aboard small craft.
The work performed
is mostly physical.
Although ENs
often work closely
with others, they
may be required
to work alone
with imited
supervision.

3. Operate and maintain
desalinization
plants used to make
fresh water from sea
water.
4. Operate and service
refrigeration plants
and air conditioning
systms.
S. Repair or replace
valves, pumnps, compressors heat exchanrgers, and control devices used
with diesel engines
and gas tubines.
SThis

material was Fodue

from the Navy Career Guld

1979-1980, Navy Recruiting Comand.

A-1
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Table A- I (Continued)

Rating

Location

Training Tim
(Wee"s

TaskC

Environment

ProPulon Eneerming (Contlnued
engineman (EN)
(Continued

Machinist's Mate (MM)

4L Makeentrieslinand
analyze machinery
operating recods
and reports.
Great Las, IL

9

1. Align oil, water, and
steam piping systems
and control the
operation of steam
turbines used for
ship propulsion.
2. Control operation of
turbogenerators used
to produce electrical
pow.l

UMs work within
the bull of a shi
in enganerooms or
shope that wre
sometimes hot and
noisy. Their work
is mostly physical.

3. Clean, adjust, test,
and perform other
preventive mnaintenance on a ships
main engnes, turbogenerators, and other
auxiliary machinery,

-nlukstoerin

enie and
elevators.

4. Operate and maintain desalinization
plants (evaporators)
to make fresh water
from sea water.
3. Maintain refrigera-

tion

-lnt and air

conditioning systems.
6.Repair or replace
valves, pumps, heat
exchenges, compreMsar,
steam tUfbines,
mid hydraulic or
pneumatic control devices.
7. Make entries in and
analyze machinery
operating recor ds
Gas Turbine Systms
Tedw"l:lan (GS)
(Basic electricity and
Eactronics School
OWVE) Required)

Great Lakes, IL

25-35

1. Maintain and repair
gas turbine
euipment.
2. Work with blueprints,
schematics, and charts.
3. Perform administrative procedures related to gas turbine
propulsion system
operation and
mainenance.
4. Perform work -area
inspections.
3. Test lubricating oil

and distillate fuels
for contamination,
neutralization, and
precipitation.

a

Note. This material was condensed from the Nowy Career Guide, 1979-1920, Navy Recruiting Command.
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GSs usually work
in the engineroons aboard
many types of
modern ships. At
shore, they may
work at major
repair facilities.
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Table A- I (Centimied)
School
lating

3ob

Training Time
(Wgo".

Location

Environment

Took

Propulsion Eninering (CoitImm
L. Operate standard
tet equipment.

Gas Turbine Spme Techldn(GS) (Cmtnu"

7. Light-off and shut
down engines and
dueck for proper
performionce.
L. Replace and adjust
operating toleranct
of contacts, microswitches, relay
switches, pressure
switches, and temperature switches.

Oparatora
operations Speialsts
(CA)

beet Mdc, VA

1. Detect and tract
ship~s, aicrft,
am missles.

12

2. Detemmn their
distace, bearing
Mel Attitude.
3. by vae of rader,

Work is performed
for the most part
in acle"4comfortable office
sltuato 036
work closely with
otheors, are closely
suporvleed and do
eel mental work.

sips, aircraft,
missiles. ad natural
objects or distur4.

shipe and

IdotlY

aircraft.
5. Provide data for

navigation

6. Plot tracks for air
and srface targets.
7. Workeepart of
search ad rescue
team.

S

Tlectrnic$artr
IV)aca
Tehiia E)detetion
WER~ "caption

1. Operate electronic

P15I

and desystems.

2. Evaluate intercepted
electromagnetic
radiations to deter.
mine whether they
originate from surface, airborne,
missile, or natural
atmoepheric sources.

*

3. Plot intercepted signals to determine
effective defensive
maneuvers in case of

The duties of personimal In the EV
rating ar usually
performed In a
clean, comfortable
electronic control
cnter environment
wheoe they work
mostly alone with
attle suapervision
an tasks that require morm mental
then physical
effort.

attack.
4. Track surface and
airborne targets.
S. Maintain electronic

warfare equipment.
NaM*

This material was cnesdfrom the NAV C_

Lde1979-19S0, Navy Recruiting Commands.
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Table A- I (Continued)

o

ShwTraining Time
Rating

Location

TaskEvromn

(Wee"s
Operatmwcombm

Ocean Systes
Techiian (OT)

Norfe&,1 VA

10

1. operate electronic
eqipment to interpret and document
soqud data gathered
from the oceans.
2. Operate related equipment, such as tape
recorders.

Work is usually
performed in a
clean, comfortable
office sattaateon.
OTs work closely
with othersare
closely supervised,
and do mostly
mental work.

3. Interpret end report
all significant data.
4. P e"we and maintain
visusal displays of
analyzed data.
5. Convert analyzed

data Into formats
suitable for statis*tical sudy.
6. 'ome OTS repair,

adjust, and calibrate
-eupt,
elrnc
including digital data
TN
Avaton.awonephi,
Avatione OperuatrinAl
Warfare opratoru(AV

14

1. Operate highly sophisticated aoustic
equpm-renft eet
localize, and track
submerged ahaxnarine
2. Operate airorne
radar for aircraft
and surface navigation
3. perform aircraft-totarget Intercepts,
utilizing airborne
radars and electronic
survalllance equip4. Detect end denity
electronic emissions
utilzing specialized
surveillance equipmnt.
S. Operate nonaceustic

detecton equipment
in order to localize
and track submerged
submarines.

1979-19MO, Navy Recruiting Command.

Nose. This material was condensed from ihe NoaCr

A-4.
%8
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The duties of the
AW rating wre
usually performed
indoors, primarily
inside Aircraft,
in a clean, omnfortable officelike environment.
Ala work closely
with others and wre
closely supervised
in their work,
which is mostly
mental rather titan
physical

TablS A- I (Contimnu

School
Rating

Lcation

3ob
Training Time
(Weeks)

Environment

Task

operations (Continumo
As a helicopter crew mevbers

Aviation Antisoubmamne
Wafae Operator (AW)
(Continuad

1. Operate clipping smne
equiment to detect,
localize aid trac
submerged submarrms
2. operate radar and
magnetic detection

equipmt for aircraft
navigation and target
3. Act as helicopter
rescue oeUWAMe

Sonar Tecimiciai (ST)

*

Son Dkep, CA

usually work
i earSTs
sonar~~~ eqi'nmi nor in&a
dewi, comnfortable
underwater search
shop-iike environand resewditg canmoent. They work
duct search and
closely wMtothrs
attack procedures
are closely superon surface shis
vised, mid donmely
and inhniarkes
amina wok
2. Operate sonar countermsues and jamming
eqipMnt to naulfy
effectiveness Of
ommyr moe mid
I. Oprt

i-

-~

IN wreare son anmd

wmdwwater data,
Vaport, aNd loss.

4. Loate mid tract
underwater or vsface objects.
S. operate and repair

amitibmarine wartwoe fire-control
6. operate mid repair
underater radiotlpoe*qipmnt.
Adminiatstie/Clarical
rsooneinm (PN)

MvrimW4 Ms

Work in the PN
rating is usually
performd 0%a
clean comfortable
office environment.
People in tis
ratin may work
with uit
e1lo014
at,"ervlio or
work closely with
others wider clam
ase vision, depending on indleidoal
assignments. They
do moetly mental
work.

1. Interview pesonneL.

6-7

2. Administer tests.
3. Make recommeGndations
for assignments.
C Caree cusling.
J. Operate visual aids
such as sound mnovie
projectors I, r inStruction and traing.
6. Analyze "av jobs
aid qualificastions
7.Prepa organlae.
tienal chats.

3. Write official letters
and reports.

~.This material was condensed

Ifft-19W.

IremCtheer

ayRauinting Commmid.
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Table A- I (Contznus"
3ob

school
Rat

Lowan

Training Tume
(Weeks

Task

Environment

1. Take charge of storeroonis.

Mast SKs work
in a clesr,
comfortable office
or storeroom environment. They work
closely with other
people but they
often have independent reepnuibilities with
little supervision.
Whether their tasks
are most5ly Physical
or mental depends
their individual
assignments.

AnisutieClrical (Continued)
SWorkeepe

(SKC)

MerlINuiMs

2. Issue repair parts,
a&d other

*clothing,
*items.

3. Mawe requisitions
and orders to maintain supplies at
the prescribed
support level and
to satisfy nonstocked
deatetal requiremenus.an
46 Take inventories.

3. Organize warehousing.
C Prear items for
shl~,Icudand
=nInvoime
shpigdocwnnus.
7. Update -W maintain
supply mais.
A. Maintain finanial
9. Ensure timely

receipt of stocs.
10. Utilize computers
as available for
the abo.
It. Type suqply-celated
documents.
Yeomfan (YN)

Meridin, Ms

7

1. prepare Ond type
correspondence amd
reports
2. Oganize and maintain
flem
3. Receive office
visitors and handle
telephone commumications.
4. Perform office duties.
3. Perform administrative
duties in coninection
with investigations
and trials.
6. Maintain records and

official Publications.
7. Utilize duplicating
and audio-recording
equipment to accomplish
the above.
A. Requisition office
suppie.
No!

lue979-1990, Navy Recruiting Command.

This material was condensed from the Hav Caer

A-6

Yffs are usually
ignad duties
in clan,4 comfort"bl office envsronmsnts where they
work closely with
othe people. Their
work a mostly mentel and is often
performed with
Ettle supervision.

Table A-I (Contimied
School
Rating

Location

3ob
Training Time
(Weeks)

Environment

Task

Adminiatrative/Clerical (Continued)
Avlat~cn Maintenance
Admininstrationman (AZ)

Meriian us

7

1. Schedule aircraft
inspection.
2. Keep cdarts that
show trends in aircraft systems
reliability.
3. Organize and operate
libraries of technical reports and
related mainternarce
data.
4. Issue aircraft work
order end inapection forms.
3.

AZs usually
work in a clean,
comfortable office
environment. Their
place of work may
vary smewhat depending on whether
they wre assigned
to me or shore
duty. The tasks
they perform are
moatly mental, and
require cdoe
cooperation with
fellow workers.

Perform a wide range
of clerica and administrative duties
related to aircraft
miaintoenance, such as

preparNm reports
anmd correoponee,
filng, and typn&

6. Perform a wide range

*
Aviatien Storebeeper (AK)

of other adminisItrative duties related
to aircraft mainence.

1. Buy, store, d ck, and
isule naval aircraft
and aeronalutical
equipmen avid amcs
sorles, including
flight clothing,

Meridian, MS

2. Prepare and type
records of procurement,
stock control, and
bsunce of equipment.
3. Prepare inventory
sepot M
4. Prepare correspondence
3. Organize and set up
files for correspondence,
reports, stock cards,
and other accounting

systems.

6. Keep official publica-

tion upto doea.
7. Maintain finania
records.
3. Utilize computers,
typewriters, and addlng
Calculating,. and
duplicating machine
to accomplish the above.
NW&. This maeterial wa codnsdfr

the Nav Career G~uide. 1979k-1980, Navy Recruiting Command.
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For the most part,
AK* wiork in a clean
comfortable office
or storeroom environmint, at on or
ashore While they
work closely with
other people, their
tasks often require independent
decisions. Depending on their
assignments, the
work may be largely
physical in some
cases, largely
mental in others.

Table A- I (Continue
School3ob
Training Time
(Weeks)

Locaion

Ratin

Task

Environment

1. Compute pay and prepare payrolls.

Most OK assignments
amecarried out in a
clean, comfortable
office environment.
The work is mostly
mental, and while
DO~s work closely
with others, they
have little suprvision in the performance of their
duims

Administrative/Cierical (Continued
Disbursing Clerk (OK)

Meridian, MS

a

2. Keep pay records up
to date with respect
to iutance allotmaits, family allowmnces, promotions,
and extra comrpensations.
3. Process claims for
expenses.
4. Disburse funds for
supples anW services.
5. prepare financial

aceoun and reports.
6. Prepar

correspondence

7. Maintain disbursing
office filem
8. Keep official puiica*tions up todate.
9. Type documents re-

lated to pay truosactin.

Electricity and Electronics
*Aviation

Elsetroics
Technician (AT)

Mempois TN

20

1. Test, maintain, arid
repair airborne
electronics equipment.
2. Check and repair
navigational and
mearch equipment.
3. Test and adjust
operating controls
for recepto Of
rader,
4. Analyze detection
devices.

ATs perform duties
at me anid ashore
Slf over die word.
They may work indoors. outdoors, or
In a shop environment that is generaily
diWt and often
noisy. They work
closely with others,
we closely suervised, and do
.mstly physical
work of a techilcal
nature.

5. Measure electrical
voltage, current, and
resistance quanities.
6. Trace malfunctions
in electrical parts
and systems.
7. Teat wiring, lamps,
resistors, synctwos,
and potentinonmieters.
S. Make comprehensive
circuit repairs Of
component Parts
assemblies, and
ubasemblies.
9. Keep reords and

reports on electronic
performance and invnoy of electron ics
equipment needes for
maintenance and repair.
hote This matersi was ced

teromn the Navy Career Guide. 197%.960 Navy Recrtuting Commandl.
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Table A- I (Continued)
3ob

School
Rating

Location

Training Time
(We"ks

Task

Environment

Electicity and Electronics (Continued)
Aviation Fire Control
Technician (AQI

Memphis, TN

20-26

1. Operate, maintain,
and repair fire
control (weapons
direction) equipment used to launch
and control missiles
and for bomb delivery,
2. Make electrical
repairs.
3. Operate test equipmont suchi as analogand digital-computerized
tes benches, multimeters, vacuum tube
voltmeters, and
oscamlscopes.

AQs perform thewr
duties in many differet environments in a shop.type setting or
out of doors. The
environment my
also be noisy.
They work closely
with others, do
moetly mental
work, and are
closely supervised.

*. Draw and interpret
circuit schematics
and wiring diagrams.
3. Analyze computer and

electronic test data.
6. Make electronic,
electric, and
mechanical casualty
analyses
7. Test computers, gyros,
optical components, and
trackng radars.
X. Maintain air-launched
guided missile equipment.
Aviation Antisubmarine
Warfare Technician (AX)

Memphis, TN

20-26

1. Aircrew volunteers
perform in-flight
maintenance of airborne electronic
systems.
2. Perform a wide
range of electronic
shop operations,
3. Remove and install
units of ASW equipmont.
4. Maintain operating
efficiency of ASW
equipment.
5. Debrief flight crews.
6. Use and maintain a
variety of test equipment.
7. Read and apply service
diagrams, schematics,
and manuals.
3. Maintain inventory of
required equipment,
tools, and materials.

"Me

This material was condensed from the Nevw Career Guide, 1979-1990, Navy Recruiting Command.
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People in the AX
rating are usually
assigned duties in
clean shop situations where the
temperature is conmfortable. They
usually work more
or less alone,
doing mostly
mental work under
close aiqiervison.

Table A- I (Continued)

Rating

ScolTraining Time
(We"k.

Location

o
Task

Environment

Electricity and Electronics (Continued)
Sonar Control Technician
(ST) (see pape A-5)
S(PT

Fire Control Technician
(EIE Required)
*radars,

Greet Lakes. IL

15-20

1. Maintain fire control (weapons)
weapons
direction systems,
target designation
systems, and electrohydr-aulic fire control servomechanasms.
2. Make mechanical,
electrical, and eiectranic casualty
analyses
3. Align Air control

Duties in the FT
rating are usually
performed ioors
in a clean, cornfortable shop-like
environment. FT.
usually work
closely with
others, are closely
Saqiervised, and do
mostly physI or
mostly mental work
in their individual
sgrmn.

4. Make sr.tivity,
seetivity, and
accuracy mesurements for electronic
equipment
3.

Electronics Technician
CET) (DE/E RequireE

Great Lakes, IL

21-37

-and

Work with circuit
diagrams and lukeprint.

1. Repair, adjust, and
calibrate a broad
spectrum of electrenics equipmnent
in general use in
the surface and subsurface Navy, including communications
equipmnent, radar
search systems,
navgatio systemns,
others.
2. Analyze performance
of electronics
equipiment; Lioate
and repair or replace defective
PWarL

Men and women in
the ET rating
usually perform
their duties indoors, in adclan,
shop-like environment with comfortable te gperatwes.
They usually work
with little supervision, and may do
mostly mental or
moCstly Physical
work in different
assignments.

3. Maintain and repair
motor generators
associated with
electronics equipment.
4. Make sensitivity,

Gunner's Mate (GM)
(SEI/E Required)

Son Diego, CA
Or Great Lakes, IL

12-19

1. Operate and maintain
guided missile
launching systems,
rocket launchers,
and other gunnery
systems and equipment.
2. Train and supirvise
Crews in the use of
all types of guninery
equipment from
missiles to small
arms.

%

"012te This Material was conde"ssd from the Navy Car Guide, 1979- 910 Navy Recruiting Command,&
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GMs are assigned duties
duties in almost kind
of Navy environment:
ship, shore, United
States, overseas.
Their work and
specialties may
involve indoor or
outdoor situations,
clean or dirty work,
dadh or shop, and
any kind of climate
or temperature.
They work alone or

Tabl. A-1 (Contiued)

School
Location

Rating

3ob

Training Time
(Weeks)

Task

Environment

Electricity and Electronics (Continued)
3. Take charge of gun
or turret as local
control officer.

Guiner's Mate (GM)
(Continued)

4. Control the storage
and use of explosives,

with others, mdependently or closely
supervised. They
sometimes do mental
work and sometimes
physical, depending
on their assignment.

5. Operate magazine
flooding and sprinkling
systems.
6. Control use of field
equipment such as packs,
helmets, gas masks, and
bayonets.
7. Work with circuit diagrams and blueprints.
3. Make sensitivity and
selectivity measuremerits for electronic
equpmnt.
9. Make mechanical,
electrical, and
electronic casualty
asalysis.
10. Repair, maintaki, test,
and calibrate ordinance

equipmnt.
Aviation Mechanic
Aviation Machinists
Mate (AD)

Memphis, TN

3-9

1. Maintain and service
jet and reciprocating
e4gines and their
systems (fuel, oil,

induction, cooling,

anid out on air

compression, cornbustion, turbine,
and exhaust),

strips. They may
be assigned clean
or dirty jobs
from one time to
another, but they
are almost always
working in a
noisy environment.
They do mostly
physical work, and
work closely with
others under
supervision. Note.
ADs may also
volunteer for flight
duty with air crews.

2. Handle and service
aircraft on the
ground and on ships.
3. Supervise jet engine
repai.
4. Maintain carburetors
and fuel systems.
5. Perform spectrometric oil analysis
tests.
6. Keep records of
analyss.
7. Evaluate jet engine
performance, using
jet test coils for
fixed turbojet
A. Perform helicopter
maintenance; Install
ard maintain engines
and accessories, drives,
and gear boxes.
N.te

This material was cndwd from the Navy Career Guide, I979-190. Navy Recruiting Command.
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ADs work at
sea or ashore, on
hangar and flight
decks, in shops
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Table A-I (Continued)

School
Rating

Location

3ob
Training Time
(Weeks)

Environment

Task

Electricity
Aviation Electrician
Mate (AE) (BE/E
Required)

Memphis, TN

1. Test, install, and
maintain a wide
range of aircraft
instruments and
electrical equipment, including
generators, motors,
and lighting systems.

17-22

2. Read electrical
system diagrams.
3. Maintain aircraft
conpasses.
*.

Perform electrical
troubleshooting
operations.

'. Use a variety of
electrical measuring equipment.
6. Perform microminimodule repair.
7. Maintain automatic
flight control systems.

Because AEs may
be assigned to sea
duty or flight
duty in any part of
the world, their
environment for
performing their
work varies widely,
depending on individual assignments.
At various times,
they may work indoors, outdoors, in
clean or dirty
situations, in shop
or office surroundings, and under
tropical or arctic
conditions. Sometimes they work
alone, and other times
they work closely
with other people.
Their work is
mostly physical,
and it is usually
closely supervised.

8. Maintain inertial
navigation systems.
Electrician Mate (EM)
OWE/E Required)

Great Lakes, IL

11-16

1. InstaU power and
lighting circuits.
2. Repair distribution
circuits.
3. Run wiing for lights
and other equipment.
C. Maintain operating
efficiency of distribution panels,
switches, switchboards, controllers,
voltage regulators,
current transformers,
and voltage transformers.
5.

Work in the EM
rating is performed
in many situations
at sea and ashore.
Most work is performed indoors, but
itmaybeina
clean or dirty
shop-Like environment. EMs do
mostly physical
work of a technical nature under
close supervision,
and usually work
closely with others.

Maintain operating
efficiency of
electric motors.

6. Repair electrical
equipment and
appliances.
7. Install and maintain
storage batteries.
8. Inspect, maintain,
tests, and repair
electric power
equipment.
9. Connect electric
power machinery and
electric power
equipment.
10. Interpret electrical
sketches, diagrams,

and blueprints.

11.

Repair and maintain

motion picture projectors.
NeMs

Thismaterial was cordensd from the Navy Career Guide, 1979-1980, Navy Recruiting Command.
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Table A- I (Continued)
3ob

*school
Location

Rating

Training Time
(Wee"s

Task

Environment

Electricity (Contiued)
Construction Electrician
(CE) (OE Required)

Part Huemiemne, CA
or
Gulfport, US

12-17

1. Install, maintain
and repair high- and
Jow-voltage powerfidtesle
lines, underground
and underwater
electrical systems.
2. Splice and Lay cables,
erect poles, string
wires, and install
transformers and
distribution panels,
3. Install, repair, and
maintain street
lighting, fire alarm,
public address, interoffice, and telephone
switchboard systems.

In various assignments, CF~smy

working under a

wide variety of
conditions, independently or as members
of a large team.
Their duties may
be carried out in
tropical or arctic
climates in many
different work
situations.

4. Install, maintain,
and repair interior
wiring for lighting
and electrical equipment.

-

5. Install, operate, and
maintain generators
and other power
plant equipment.
6. Work with batteries,
electric motors, relays
solenoids, and s'vitches.
iterior Communications
Electrician (IC)
(SE Required)

Son Diego, CA

12-17

1. Maintain a d repai
interior cormuwications systems.
2. Prepare and interpret
blueprints, wiring
diagrams, and sketches.
3. Install and inspect
dry cell and storage
batteries,
4. Recharge wet cell
batteries,
5. Test interior communication and gyrocompass
equipment.

Persons in the
IC ratting work
in "mydifferent
situations, at sea
and ashore. While
most of their work
Is performed indoors, it may be in
a clean or dirty
environment of a
shop-like neture,
and it may be in
any kind of climate
or temperature. ICs
usually work closely
with others uider
close supervision.
and they do mostly
physical work

6. Install telephones

aid other communications circuits, boxes,
switchboards, and bell/
buzzer systems.
Maintain plotters
and dead r eckonuing
equipment.

*7.

3. Maintain and operate
TV systemsi.
Ordnance
Aviation Ordinanceman
(AO)

Memphis, TN

11

1. Inspect, maintain,
aid repair aircraft
armament systems.
2. Service aircraft and
glit accessoies
3. Stow, assemble, and
lead aviation ammustben, including anal
mines and torpedoes

p

4. Service releasing
and launching devices.

af.This material

was condensed from the Navy Caree Guide. 1979-19110 Navy Recruiting Command.

AOs perform their
duties at sea and
ashore in hangars,
on flight decks
mid air strips, or
in shops taider
various environmental conditions.
They work closely
with others uider
tight supervision
mid do mostly
physical work.

Table A- I (Continued)

Job

School
Rating

Location

Training Tame
(Weeks)

Task

Lnvaronment

Ordnance (Continued)
-

5. Load supplementary
munitions.

Aviation Ordinanceman
(AO) (Continued)

6. Assemble, test, and
maintain air-launched
guided missiles.
7. Supervise operation
of aviation ordinance
shops, armories, and
stowage facilities.
8. In patrol squadrons,
they may function as
members of flight
crews.

Mineman (MN)

Charleston, SC

13-14

I. Assemble and repair
mines,
2. Solve electrical
problems relating
to mines,
3. Check and test electrical and electronic
mine Circuits.

In the MN rating,
work is usually
performed in a
shop environment
where dirt and
grease are present.
MNs work closely
with others, are
closely supervised
and do mostly physical work.

4. Operate various
metal-working tools
used in the maintenance
and repair of mines.
Gunner's Mate (GM)
(see pp A-10-11)
Torpedoman's Mate (TM)
(BE/E Required)

Orlando, FL

10-17

I. Maintain, repair, and
test the elements of
electronic torpedo
systems (transmitters,
receivers, computer
sections, depth control systems, propulsion batteries,
and exploder
mechanisms),
2. Maintain, repair,
and test the elements
of mechanical/steam

Work in this rating
is usually performed
in a dean, comfortable shop-like
environment, under
close supervision.
Depending an individual assignments.
TMs may work alone
or with others and
may do mostly mental
work.

torpedo systems
(engines, turbines,
valves, propellers,
and exploder
mechansims).
3. Ensure the sale
stowage of torpedoes.
4. Maintain and repair
torpedo launching
systems.
Navigation
Quartermaster (QM)

Orlando, FL

6

1. Steer the ship
2. Use and maintain
navigational equipment.
3. Take command of tugs,
barges, and other
small craft.
S. Take radar bearings
and ranges

Note. This material was condensed from the Navy Career Guide, 1979-1950, Navy Recruiting Command.
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QMs work both indoors
and outdoors. Generaly, they work
in a clean, officelike environment,
but since they may
be in any part of
the world, temperatures may be hot,
comfortable, or
cold. Depending
on their assign-

Table A-1 (Continued)
5do0l
Rating

Location

306

Training Time
(Tiee"

Task

Environment

ment, they may
work alone or closely
with others. They
6. Make celestial
are usually closely
observations.
uevised, but in
7. ~
some cames they
7. Plt corseLwork independently.
They do mostly
S. Work with nautical
mental work.
charts and records.
3. Make water-depth
soundings.

Quartermaser (QU)
(Continued

9. Obtain and record

data for ship's log.
Airframe Mechanics
Aviation Structural,
Mechanic (AM)

Memphis, TN

9-li

L. Maintain and repair
aircraft parts and
equipment,
2. Construct replacement
equipent.
3. Use riveting tools
and machines, oxyacetylene welding
apparatus and arcwelding equipment.
4. Maintain operating
efficiency of hydraulic systems.
5. Maintain operating
efficiency or air

conifitioning, pres

surlzatior, oxygen
system, and ejection
seats.
6. Operate equipment

required to perform
radiographic, ultrasonic, and eddy current inspection.

Nte. This material was condensed from the Navy Career Guide, 1917961M8,
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AMa may he
asilpgnd to se or
shore duty any place
in the world, so
their working environmotvaries cansiderably. They
may be inside, in
hangers or hanger
decks, or outside
on flight decksv or
air strips. There
Is uallMy a
high noise level
from the aircraft.
They work closely
with others twider
Close supervision
and do moetly
phsia work.
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